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Definition – what is GIT 

Git is a collection of changes called commits.  

• Unlike most version control programs git just records changes.  
• A git repository is just a large collection of changes.  
• When you modify a file git will only store the change to that file not a new version of 

the file.  
• Each commit can contain multiple changes to multiple files 
 

Changes are collected into branches 
• A branch has a collection of changes in it in the roder they were applied. 
• A different branch will have a different set of changes.  
• Branches can be merged together etc as with other version controls.  
 

Commits 
• A commit can be worked with on it’s own 
• You can revert them, send them to other people, apply them from one branch to 

another etc etc. 



Installing and config 

Git Repo has everything in it 
• The other key feature of a git repository is that it has everything in it from the very 

start of the repo.  
• If you take a copy of a repo you are copying everything in it so your local version 

contains everything that the original one had (can get large very quickly) 
 

Getting going 
So to get going we need to install and configure it 
 

sudo apt-get install git-all 

 

git config --global user.name "Your Name" 

git config --global user.email you@example.com 
 



Anatomy and starting a repo 

heather@debian:~/git_presentation/git_remote$ git init 
 

Creates a ./.git folder and the following folders/files below it 
 

branches  config  description  HEAD  hooks  info  objects  refs 

 

These contain all the change history, branches, etc that it needs to store and keep track 
of everything, plus the special file HEAD that tells it what versions you are currently 
seeing when you look at the files. 
 

heather@debian:~$ git clone https://github.com/PiInTheSky/pits.git 
Cloning into 'pits'... 

remote: Counting objects: 575, done. 

remote: Total 575 (delta 0), reused 0 (delta 0), pack-reused 575 

Receiving objects: 100% (575/575), 1.92 MiB | 249.00 KiB/s, done. 

Resolving deltas: 100% (333/333), done. 

Checking connectivity... done. 

heather@debian:~$ cd pits 

heather@debian:~/pits$ ls -a 

.  ..  boot  build  .git  .gitignore  init.d  README  tracker 



Commits, logs and show 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git log 
 
This shows you a log file of every change that has been made to the version of the repo 
you are currently looking at (since it was created with init) 
 
commit 23d09daa9867ad53c85fcd57b4f52d24b73bf53c 

Author: Dave Akerman <dave@sccs.co.uk> 

Date:   Tue Mar 1 23:05:54 2016 +0000 

 

    Fix so that creating /boot/clear.txt does actually delete image files 

 
The long string is the commit ID and is unique to this commit, in theory across all the 
universe. You don’t need all of it usually. Eg to see the details of this commit use: 
 

heather@debian:~/pits/tracker$ git show 23d09daa9867a 
 

… 

 



Patches (1) 

A patch is a file that contains some diffs in the form of an email. If you create a patch 
you can send it around to your friends as a text file and they can apply it to their code. 
git format-patch will create a set of patch files for all commits from HEAD up to but not 
including the commit ID you give it. 
 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git format-patch ebad327d7f72  
0001-Fix-so-that-creating-boot-clear.txt-does-actually-de.patch 

 



Patches (2) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ more 0001-Fix-so-that-creating-boot-clear.txt-does-

actually-de.patch  

From 23d09daa9867ad53c85fcd57b4f52d24b73bf53c Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001 

From: Dave Akerman <dave@sccs.co.uk> 

Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2016 23:05:54 +0000 

Subject: [PATCH] Fix so that creating /boot/clear.txt does actually delete 

 image files 

 

--- 

 tracker/take_pic_0 |  1 - 

 tracker/tracker.c  | 23 ++++++++++------------- 

 2 files changed, 10 insertions(+), 14 deletions(-) 

 delete mode 100755 tracker/take_pic_0 

 

diff --git a/tracker/take_pic_0 b/tracker/take_pic_0 

deleted file mode 100755 

index 12a5883..0000000 

--- a/tracker/take_pic_0 

+++ /dev/null 

@@ -1 +0,0 @@ 

-raspistill -st -w 320 -h 240 -t 3000 -ex auto -mm matrix  -o 

/home/pi/pits/tracker/images/RTTY/$1.jpg 



Patches (3) 

Once you have a patch you can apply it to your code using git apply 
 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git apply 0001-Fix-so-that-creating-boot-
clear.txt-does-actually-de.patch 
0001-Fix-so-that-creating-boot-clear.txt-does-actually-de.patch:51: trailing whitespace. 

  

warning: 1 line adds whitespace errors. 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch dragon 

Changes not staged for commit: 

  (use "git add/rm <file>..." to update what will be committed) 

  (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working directory) 

 

 deleted:    tracker/take_pic_0 

 modified:   tracker/tracker.c 

 

Untracked files: 

  (use "git add <file>..." to include in what will be committed) 

 

 0001-Fix-so-that-creating-boot-clear.txt-does-actually-de.patch 

 

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a") 

heather@debian:~/pits$  



Reading GIT Diffs 

When you do a git show it gives you all the changes in that commit. This can be over 
multiple files and multiple changes in one file. Each file is highlighted with a header. This 
will tell you what is being diffed, and where the diff is (in this case line 638): 
 

diff --git a/tracker/tracker.c b/tracker/tracker.c 

index 21ad21b..981472b 100755 

--- a/tracker/tracker.c 

+++ b/tracker/tracker.c 

@@ -638,22 +638,19 @@ int main(void) 

 

And then has the body of the text with changes. If the first character is a – it means this 
line was deleted by this change, similarly a + means it was added in, a space indicates 
that this line wasn’t changed and is included to help you locate the changes in the file. 
 

                system("/opt/vc/bin/tvservice -off"); 

        } 

         

-       if (Config.Camera) 

+       if (FileExists("/boot/clear.txt")) 

        { 

-               if (FileExists("/boot/clear.txt")) 



Branches & status 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git branch -a 
* master 

  remotes/origin/HEAD -> origin/master 

  remotes/origin/master 

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git remote -v 
origin https://github.com/PiInTheSky/pits.git (fetch) 

origin https://github.com/PiInTheSky/pits.git (push) 

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 
On branch master 

Your branch is up-to-date with 'origin/master'. 

nothing to commit, working directory clean 

 



Git Blame – fun stuff 

Suppose we wanted to know who had changed line 310 in the code (where the bug is). 
 

heather@debian:~/pits/tracker$ git blame tracker.c 
… 

54acbacd (Dave Akerman   2014-06-26 16:44:30 +0000 303)  

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 304)         printf("MTX2 Frequency to be set 

to %8.4fMHz\n", Frequency); 

9986275c (Dave Akerman   2014-10-12 22:23:19 +0000 305)  

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 306)         _mtx2comp=(Frequency+0.0015)/6.5; 

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 307)         _mtx2int=_mtx2comp; 

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 308)         _mtx2fractional = ((_mtx2comp-

_mtx2int)+1) * 524288; 

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 309)         

snprintf(_mtx2command,17,"@PRG_%02X%06lX\r",_mtx2int-1, _mtx2fractional); 

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 310)         printf("MTX2 command  is %s\n", 

_mtx2command); 

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 311) 

 

… 

 

b913da47 (Dave Akerman   2015-11-16 14:38:14 +0000 310)         printf("MTX2 

command  is %s\n", _mtx2command); 
 



Git rebase 

One of the important things to be able to do is keep a branch up to date with what is 

being committed on another branch. This can be simply done with git rebase. 

 
This effectively does the following: 
• Unwind all your changes until your branch is at the point at which it was copied from 

the original 
• Add in to your branch all the commits that have been made to the original branch 

since you took your branch 
• Wind on all your commits on to the HEAD of your branch after those from the 

original 
 
A –B – C – D – E   (master)                                             A –B – C – D – E   (master) 
              \                                                 becomes                                      \ 
                F – G      (your branch)                                                                 F - G  (your branch)                                                                 
 
 



Doing stuff 

Let’s fix this bug. What we are going to do is: 
 
• Create a branch for us to do work on 
• Fix the bug on our branch 
• Commit the fix and see our change is there 
• Switch to the master branch and see our code fix isn’t there 
• Pretend we are someone else and fix the bug again on the master branch 
• Pretend we are us again and innocently try to rebase our branch onto the 

master branch 
• Resolve the conflict 
• Finish the rebase 
• View what we have 
• Push these changes up to the original repo (well, not actually but we could) 
  



Create a branch 

heather@debian:~$ cd pits 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch master 

Your branch is up-to-date with 'origin/master'. 

nothing to commit, working directory clean 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git branch dragon 
heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch master 

Your branch is up-to-date with 'origin/master'. 

nothing to commit, working directory clean 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git branch -a 

  dragon 

* master 

  remotes/origin/HEAD -> origin/master 

  remotes/origin/master 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git checkout dragon 
Switched to branch 'dragon' 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch dragon 

nothing to commit, working directory clean 



Fix the Bug 

heather@debian:~/pits$ vi tracker/tracker.c 

 

 

Go to line 310 and fix the double space, then save your change and quite vi. 
 

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch dragon 

Changes not staged for commit: 

  (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed) 

  (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working 

directory) 

 

 modified:   tracker/tracker.c 

 

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a") 

 



Commit the fix (1) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git add tracker/tracker.c  
heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch dragon 

Changes to be committed: 

  (use "git reset HEAD <file>..." to unstage) 

 

 modified:   tracker/tracker.c 

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git commit 

 

 

Now type in a small message to appear in the logs 
 
 
[dragon 9e6570c] fix a double space typo 

 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+), 1 deletion(-) 

 



Commit the fix (2) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git log 

commit eb395937b7f8992565e5f97461a3c1b7e6e89e58 

Author: Your Name <you@example.com> 

Date:   Sun Apr 10 16:57:00 2016 +0100 

 

    check in fix on dragon 

 

 

 



Switch to master branch 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git checkout master 

 

Switched to branch 'master' 

Your branch is up-to-date with 'origin/master'. 

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git log 

commit 23d09daa9867ad53c85fcd57b4f52d24b73bf53c 

Author: Dave Akerman <dave@sccs.co.uk> 

Date:   Tue Mar 1 23:05:54 2016 +0000 

 

    Fix so that creating /boot/clear.txt does actually delete image 

files 

 

 



Fix the bug on master branch 

heather@debian:~/pits$ vi tracker/tracker.c  

 

Make a different fix to the bug this time 
 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

On branch master 

Your branch is up-to-date with 'origin/master'. 

Changes not staged for commit: 

  (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed) 

  (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working 

directory) 

 

 modified:   tracker/tracker.c 

 

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a") 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git add  tracker/tracker.c  

heather@debian:~/pits$ git commit 

[master e3214bf] checking in fix on master 

 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+), 1 deletion(-) 

 



Try to rebase the code 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git rebase master 
First, rewinding head to replay your work on top of it... 

Applying: check in fix on dragon 

Using index info to reconstruct a base tree... 

M tracker/tracker.c 

Falling back to patching base and 3-way merge... 

Auto-merging tracker/tracker.c 

CONFLICT (content): Merge conflict in tracker/tracker.c 

Failed to merge in the changes. 

Patch failed at 0001 check in fix on dragon 

The copy of the patch that failed is found in: 

   /home/heather/pits/.git/rebase-apply/patch 

 

When you have resolved this problem, run "git rebase --continue". 

If you prefer to skip this patch, run "git rebase --skip" instead. 

To check out the original branch and stop rebasing, run "git rebase --

abort". 

 

 



Resolve the conflict (1) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

rebase in progress; onto e3214bf 

You are currently rebasing branch 'dragon' on 'e3214bf'. 

  (fix conflicts and then run "git rebase --continue") 

  (use "git rebase --skip" to skip this patch) 

  (use "git rebase --abort" to check out the original branch) 

 

Unmerged paths: 

  (use "git reset HEAD <file>..." to unstage) 

  (use "git add <file>..." to mark resolution) 

 

 both modified:   tracker/tracker.c 

 

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a") 

 

 

 



Resolve the conflict (2) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ vi tracker/tracker.c 

 

 

In the file you will find the conflicts marked like this: 
 
 

 _mtx2fractional = ((_mtx2comp-_mtx2int)+1) * 524288; 

        snprintf(_mtx2command,17,"@PRG_%02X%06lX\r",_mtx2int-1,       

                                                             _mtx2fractional); 

<<<<<<< HEAD 

        printf("MTX2 command is %s\n", _mtx2command); 

======= 

        printf("MTX2 command- is %s\n", _mtx2command); 

>>>>>>> another person fixing the same bug - typ0 

 

        if (gpioInitialise() < 0) 

 

Delete the code that is wrong and the 3 markers (in our case the red stuff). Keep the good bit (green). 
Note that your conflict resolution may be a mixture of both commits in more complex cases. 
 



Finish the rebase 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git add tracker/tracker.c  

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git status 

rebase in progress; onto e3214bf 

You are currently rebasing branch 'dragon' on 'e3214bf'. 

  (all conflicts fixed: run "git rebase --continue") 

 

Changes to be committed: 

  (use "git reset HEAD <file>..." to unstage) 

 

 modified:   tracker/tracker.c 

 

 

 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git rebase --continue 
Applying: check in fix on dragon 

 

 



View what we have (1) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git log 

commit c9d919f698e906ae81336af73251796efee4d7b8 

Author: Your Name <you@example.com> 

Date:   Sun Apr 10 16:57:00 2016 +0100 

 

    check in fix on dragon 

 

commit e3214bf08eae1f294bede86028e07d8ace1f78bd 

Author: Your Name <you@example.com> 

Date:   Sun Apr 10 16:58:00 2016 +0100 

 

    checking in fix on master 

 

commit 23d09daa9867ad53c85fcd57b4f52d24b73bf53c 

Author: Dave Akerman <dave@sccs.co.uk> 

Date:   Tue Mar 1 23:05:54 2016 +0000 

 

 



View what we have (2) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git show e3214bf08eae1f2 

commit e3214bf08eae1f294bede86028e07d8ace1f78bd 

Author: Your Name <you@example.com> 

Date:   Sun Apr 10 16:58:00 2016 +0100 

 

    checking in fix on master 

 

diff --git a/tracker/tracker.c b/tracker/tracker.c 

index 981472b..40f5a68 100755 

--- a/tracker/tracker.c 

+++ b/tracker/tracker.c 

@@ -307,7 +307,7 @@ void SetMTX2Frequency(char *FrequencyString) 

        _mtx2int=_mtx2comp; 

        _mtx2fractional = ((_mtx2comp-_mtx2int)+1) * 524288; 

        snprintf(_mtx2command,17,"@PRG_%02X%06lX\r",_mtx2int-1, 

_mtx2fractional); 

-       printf("MTX2 command  is %s\n", _mtx2command); 

+       printf("MTX2 command -is %s\n", _mtx2command); 

         

        if (gpioInitialise() < 0) 

        { 



View what we have (3) 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git show c9d919f698e906ae81336 

commit c9d919f698e906ae81336af73251796efee4d7b8 

Author: Your Name <you@example.com> 

Date:   Sun Apr 10 16:57:00 2016 +0100 

 

    check in fix on dragon 

 

diff --git a/tracker/tracker.c b/tracker/tracker.c 

index 40f5a68..cafc138 100755 

--- a/tracker/tracker.c 

+++ b/tracker/tracker.c 

@@ -307,7 +307,7 @@ void SetMTX2Frequency(char *FrequencyString) 

        _mtx2int=_mtx2comp; 

        _mtx2fractional = ((_mtx2comp-_mtx2int)+1) * 524288; 

        snprintf(_mtx2command,17,"@PRG_%02X%06lX\r",_mtx2int-1, 

_mtx2fractional); 

-       printf("MTX2 command -is %s\n", _mtx2command); 

+       printf("MTX2 command is %s\n", _mtx2command); 

         

        if (gpioInitialise() < 0) 

        { 



Send our changes up to origin 

heather@debian:~/pits$ git push origin HEAD 
 

This will try to push your changes up to the remote server that you cloned the git repo from. It is 
probably best to be in contact with the repo owner before you try doing this 



Questions 


